Trainer variability during step training after spinal cord injury: Implications for robotic gait-training device design
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Abstract—Robotic devices are being developed to automate repetitive aspects of walking retraining after neurological injuries, in part because they might improve the consistency and quality of training. However, it is unclear how inconsistent manual training actually is or whether stepping quality depends strongly on the trainers’ manual skill. The objective of this study was to quantify trainer variability of manual skill during step training using body-weight support on a treadmill and assess factors of trainer skill. We attached a sensorized orthosis to one leg of each patient with spinal cord injury and measured the shank kinematics and forces exerted by different trainers during six training sessions. An expert trainer rated the trainers’ skill level based on videotape recordings. Between-trainer force variability was substantial, about two times greater than within-trainer variability. Trainer skill rating correlated strongly with two gait features: better knee extension during stance and fewer episodes of toe dragging. Better knee extension correlated directly with larger knee horizontal assistance force, but better toe clearance did not correlate with larger ankle push-up force; rather, it correlated with better knee and hip extension. These results are useful to inform robotic gait-training design.
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INTRODUCTION

Step training using manual assistance with body-weight support (BWS) on a treadmill (BWST) (Figure 1(a)) can help people with neurological injuries, such as stroke and spinal cord injury (SCI), improve their walking ability [1–6]. However, such training can be labor intensive, involving up to four experienced trainers. Partly in response to the labor-intensive nature of the training, commercial robotic devices, including the Gait Trainer GT I (Reha-Stim; Berlin, Germany) [7], the Lokomat (Hocoma Inc; Rockland, Massachusetts) [8], and the AutoAmbulator (HealthSouth; Birmingham, Alabama) have been developed and are being used for step training in many clinical centers. Training with these devices has been found to benefit patients [9–12], but in some cases to a lesser extent than training with human trainers [13–14]. Thus, the benefits of robotic-assisted gait training relative to human-assisted training appear to be incompletely unrealized at this time, suggesting that gait-training robotic design requires ongoing revision.

Abbreviations: BWS = body-weight support, BWST = BWS on a treadmill, CI = confidence interval, CV = coefficient of variation, RMS = root-mean-square, RMS-SD = RMS of the standard deviation, ROM = range of motion, SCI = spinal cord injury, SD = standard deviation, UCLA = University of California at Los Angeles.
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Besides reducing labor, an often-used justification for automating gait training is that robots could make the training more consistent. However, it is currently unknown how inconsistent manual therapy actually is. It may be that trainers can learn to apply consistent patterns of force with only a small amount of training experience, in which case this is not a valid rationale for robotic devices. A related rationale for robotic gait training is that robots might be able to act like the most skilled of trainers, improving access to high-quality gait training. However, it is unclear how sensitive the elicitation of desirable gait patterns is to training skill. Again, it may be that trainers exhibit a comparable, efficacious level of skill given a reasonable amount of training experience. In this case, a robotic device would again not be a significant improvement over a reasonably experienced trainer.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to quantify between-trainer variability in step training with BWST. In addition, we sought to determine whether perceived skill varies greatly between trainers, and if so, to identify the biomechanical correlates that account for this perception of skill. For this purpose, we developed an orthosis that measured the forces and motions applied by human trainers to the patient’s lower-leg shank during BWST sessions with four patients with SCI. We used the orthosis to quantify between- and within-trainer repeatability of manual assistance forces. We also analyzed relationships between trainer skill rating, trainer forces, and key kinematic outcomes during different phases of the gait cycle. A reduced version of this work was published in two previous conference papers [15–16].

METHODS

Experimental Setup

Patients with SCI walked on a treadmill with a fraction of their weight unloaded from a pneumatic overhead support as three trainers assisted movement of the legs and hips (Figure 1(a)). We attached an orthosis with sensors to one of the legs (Figure 1(b)). This orthosis was a refined version of a previous two-hand sensor system that consisted of two 6-axis force-torque sensors attached to a custom orthopedic splint [17]. We extended it with a 6-degree-of-freedom linkage (Microscribe articulated-arm digitizer, Immersion Corp; San Jose, California) that measured the position and orientation of the patient’s shank and developed braces that simulated the trainer’s handholds on the knee and ankle (Figure 1(b)). We will refer to the forces applied to the upper handle as “forces on the knee” and to the lower handle as “forces on the ankle.” Although these forces can be transformed into a single force and moment pair acting on the shank, we will work with and report the forces on the knee and ankle because they provide direct insight into the bimanual force pattern of the trainers.
Experimental Protocol for Patients with Spinal Cord Injury and Trainers

We performed six experiments with both experienced and novice trainers and with four patients with chronic, incomplete SCI. The lead trainer chose the treadmill speed and BWS and kept them constant for the experimental session. The trainer adjusted the speed to be comfortable for the patient, within the range of normal walking speeds, and adjusted the BWS to maximize limb loading without creating stance-phase knee buckling. Figure 2(a) illustrates the experimental sequence: the patient took about 22 steps with assistance from the trainers, the patient and trainers rested for at least half a minute, and then they started gait training again. After three such bouts, the trainers changed positions so that a different trainer assisted the sensorized leg. In the experiment shown in Figure 2(a), three different trainers rotated to assist the patient. In other experiments, four or five trainers rotated assistive positions. Figure 2(b) illustrates the pattern of forces and motions measured by the sensor system as the trainers assisted.

Table 1 summarizes the experiments that we performed for the study and the patients’ characteristics. Six experienced and less-experienced trainers participated in six experimental sessions. The trainers ranged from 10 years of gait-training sessions several times per week to only four 30-minute sessions of experience; these less-experienced trainers had also participated in a 2-hour training program that involved practice with nondisabled subjects. A total of four patients with SCI participated in the experiments. Two of these patients participated in two sessions each, and we measured the assistance pattern of a different leg on each occasion. Therefore, we measured a total of six legs, and we will refer to these as the six experiments. For these six experiments, we had a total of 24 trainer/patient dyads to analyze, where a dyad is defined as a unique pairing of a specific trainer and a specific leg.

Data Analysis

Trainer Skill Rating

For the six experiments, one of the more experienced trainers who had both participated in the experiments and trained the less-experienced trainers served as a rater. She viewed the videotapes of the training sessions, scoring each trainer’s performance in eliciting stepping in each bout on a scale from 0.0 to 10.0, where 0.0 = poor and 10.0 = excellent. This trainer had 3 years of intensive step-training experience at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) Locomotion Laboratory (Los Angeles, California). She did not rate several bouts in which the view was obstructed on the videotape, but did rate at
least one bout for all trainer/patient dyads. For each trainer/patient dyad, we averaged the ratings across the total number of stepping bouts. For each bout, the rater also commented on what she perceived the trainers were doing well or poorly. Beyond this subjective analysis, we blinded the rater to the data analysis. In the rest of the article, we refer to this rating as “trainer skill rating.”

**Force and Kinematic Data**

We recorded the sagittal plane force at 1,000 Hz and the kinematic data at 500 Hz and extracted key variables of interest from this data. For each bout, the treadmill belt took about three patient steps to accelerate to the target speed; these steps were not analyzed, leaving about 54 steps for each trainer/patient dyad, generated in three bouts of an average of 18 steps. For one of the 24 trainer/patient dyads, only one bout was performed; for three dyads, just two bouts were performed.

We obtained velocity and acceleration of the orthosis by differencing and smoothing with a zero-phase low-pass filter consisting of a single-pole recursive filter with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz cascaded four times forward and backward.

We time-normalized data by first determining initial foot contact for each step using the time of maximum ankle vertical acceleration (caused by impact of the foot with the ground) at the end of swing. We then expressed time as a percentage of the stride duration. A step began at initial foot contact (0% of the gait cycle) and ended at foot contact of the subsequent step (100% of the gait cycle). We averaged force and kinematic data and calculated their standard deviation (SD) across steps every 1 percent of the stride.

We estimated shank angle and knee and ankle positions from the orthosis kinematic measurements. We calculated toe position in early swing (used for estimating toe dragging) using the ankle angle at early swing measured from the videotape of each subject.

**Measures**

For the manual force data, we focused on the force at two key time periods during the gait cycle. We defined the knee extension force as the force applied in the backward, horizontal direction against the knee during midstance, defined as 10 to 30 percent of the stride. We defined the ankle push-up force as the force applied in the vertical direction to the lower shank at the ankle during the initial 15 percent of swing. We defined the beginning of swing as the time when the ankle horizontal position reached its minimum. We selected these two measures, knee extension force and ankle push-up force, because they capture manual assistance that is related to two critical aspects of the gait cycle difficult for people with gait impairment after SCI to achieve on their own: adequate knee-extension during stance and adequate toe clearance during swing. Note that we chose the coordinate frame for describing these forces such that backward forces are negative and upward forces are positive.

For the kinematics data, we quantified knee extension using the angle of the shank with respect to the horizontal during midstance (10%–30% of the stride). To quantify a variable related to toe dragging, we measured mean toe height in the initial 15 percent of swing, when the risk of
toe dragging was highest. We obtained the horizontal knee position range of motion (ROM) by subtracting the minimum from the maximum mean horizontal knee position.

We calculated the between-step (i.e., within-trainer) variability of key measures over the portions of interest of the stride, using the root-mean-square (RMS) of the SD (RMS-SD) [18]. We used this measure to estimate the between-step variability of knee extension force, ankle push-up force, shank angle during midstance, and toe height during early swing. Specifically, we considered a walking bout with \( n \) steps, each step cycle with 100 samples (1%–100% of the gait cycle as explained earlier). For each of the 100 points, we first calculated the SD across \( n \) steps. Then, to obtain an average of the variability over 10 to 30 percent of the gait cycle (in the case of the knee extension force measure), we calculated the RMS-SDs over samples 11 to 30 percent. This process yields the square root of the arithmetic mean of the variance, averaged across samples of the relevant period of the gait cycle.

We determined a coefficient of variation (CV) to assay between-step variability of different measures. We defined the CV as the ratio of the RMS-SD and the mean of the absolute values of the means over the selected stride portion [19].

We calculated the between-trainer variability of key measures by taking the SD of the measure of interest across the trainer-leg dyads of each experiment. We then averaged the SDs across all six experiments, once again using the RMS operation.

**Statistical Analysis**

As an assessment of whether different trainers assisted differently for the same patient, we calculated 95 percent confidence intervals (CIs) for each measure, then used the intervals to identify significant differences between two different trainers for the same leg in the same experimental session (Figure 3). We obtained the CIs for the interstride SDs at each 1 percent stride interval by using the one-sample chi-square statistic and the CIs for the RMS-SDs by averaging the upper and lower bounds of the SDs’ CIs. We obtained the CIs for the CVs by dividing the bounds of the RMS-SDs’ CIs by the means. For each experiment, we then checked whether the parameters for each possible pair of two different trainers assisting on the same leg were significantly different by finding out, pairwise, whether the 95 percent CIs overlapped. The number of possible pairwise comparisons across all six experiments was 38, since an experiment with \( n \) trainers gave rise to \((n - 1)!\) possible pairwise comparisons. Specifically, we had 2 experiments with 5 trainers, each one giving rise to \( 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 10 \) possible pairwise comparisons; 2 experiments with 4 trainers, each one giving rise to \( 3 + 2 + 1 = 6 \) possible pairwise comparisons; and 2 experiments with 3 trainers, each one giving rise to \( 2 + 1 = 3 \) possible pairwise comparisons. If the number of comparisons that showed significant differences was high, we took this to indicate that the differences between trainers were large enough and that the experiment had a large enough sample size (number of steps) to allow us to infer that different parameters were consistently different from each other for different trainers.

Within each experiment, we tested for correlations of the different parameters with trainer ratings and among the parameters (e.g., Figure 3), obtaining the \( p \)-value of each correlation. The sample size of each experiment was small (between 3 and 5 trainers in each experiment), but we
gained statistical power by using the Stouffer method to calculate a combined \( p \)-value that aggregated the evidence from all experiments [20]. Among the many methods that have been developed to combine the \( p \)-values from different experiments, the Stouffer method was the most appropriate for our data because it equally emphasizes all sizes of \( p \)-values [20] and combines a series of outcomes that can go in positive and negative directions so that relative evidence in one direction cancels relative evidence in the other direction [21]. The \( p \)-values are one-tailed, as recommended in the literature when \( p \)-values are to be combined (e.g., Whitlock [22]), and because it makes sense since both negative and positive correlations are possible so that outcomes are directional.

RESULTS

Forces Applied by Same Trainer Were Repeatable Across Steps

Figure 4 shows the horizontal forces exerted on the knee by two different trainers during 54 steps with the same patient with SCI and illustrate the low within-trainer variability of the forces across steps. Within-trainer variability was similar to those shown in Figure 4 with other patient/trainer dyads. As a baseline for comparing between-trainer variability, we analyzed the within-trainer variability for two key features of the step cycle: knee extension force during midstance and push-up force at the ankle during initial swing. The SDs for these two measures were 16.7 N and 11.4 N, averaged across trainers and experiments (i.e., legs) using the RMS-SD technique described in the “Methods” section. For comparison, the mean values of these measures were –61.5 N and 34.2 N. Thus, variability (defined as 1 SD) was about 30 percent of the mean value of these measures on average for individual trainers.

Forces Applied by Different Trainers Differed Substantially

We next quantified the variability in the two key force measures between trainers. The average-between-trainer SD was 40.3 N for the horizontal knee force through midstance and 19.0 N for the push-up ankle force during initial swing. Thus, for the horizontal knee force through midstance, the typical variability in force magnitudes between trainers was 2.4 times larger than the typical variability for a single trainer for step to step, a significant difference (\( p = 0.02, t \)-test). For the ankle push-up force, the average between-trainer variability was 1.7 times larger than the within-trainer variability across steps, but this difference was not significant (\( p = 0.55 \)).

We also statistically assessed the presence of differences between trainers by performing pairwise comparisons of several measures between all possible pairs of trainers within each experiment (\( n = 38 \)) using a CI approach (Table 2). The number of pairwise differences was high relative to the number of possible significant differences, indicating that different trainers commonly assisted in statistically detectable different ways on the same leg.

Even Trainers with Higher Skill Ratings Assisted Differently

We questioned whether the large between-trainer variability (relative to within-trainer variability) and frequent
significant differences between trainers could be due to the large variation in experience between the trainers who participated in the experiment. We therefore separately analyzed the trainers who were rated as most skilled, which were a group of three of the six total who received an average rating across all six experiments >7.0 (average ratings were 7.1, 7.4, and 8.5 out of 10.0, compared with the other three trainers rated 5.2, 5.0, and 3.0 out of 10.0). The between-trainer SDs for the three trainers with higher skill ratings was 31.4 N and 20.7 N for knee extension force and ankle push-up force, which were not significantly different from the SDs calculated across all trainers (i.e., 40.3 N and 19.0 N).

Trainers with Higher Skill Ratings Elicited Better Leg Extension and Toe Clearance

As stated earlier, the average subjective rating of trainer skill varied from 3.0 to 8.5 on a scale of 1.0 to 10.0, and from 5.2 to 8.5 when considering only the experienced trainers (trained in the same program). We therefore sought to determine which biomechanical features of the training pattern accounted for this variability in subjective rating.

In all six experiments, the expert rater commented that leg extension in stance was less than desired from some trainers. Indeed, there was a significant positive correlation between trainer skill rating and shank angle during stance (Table 3). Also, more-skilled trainers exerted significantly larger (more negative) forces on the knee (Table 3). Larger knee-extension force was strongly correlated to better knee extension (Table 4). Figure 5 shows an example of incomplete knee extension during training.

Table 3.
Correlations between trainer skill rating (TSR) and extension-related variables (measured during midstance). Extension force variability is between-step root-mean-square of the standard deviation of extension force during midstance. Extension force coefficient of variation (CV) normalizes extension force variability by force magnitude. Symbols $p+$ and $p−$ refer to $p$-values for positive and negative correlations, respectively, and are given only when different experiments exhibited positive and negative correlations for given relationship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSR and Shank Angle</td>
<td>SCI-D1</td>
<td>SCI-CD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSR and Extension Force</td>
<td>SCI-D1</td>
<td>SCI-CD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>−0.92</td>
<td>−0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSR and Extension Force Variability</td>
<td>SCI-D1</td>
<td>SCI-CD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p+$</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p−$</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSR and Extension Force CV*</td>
<td>SCI-D1</td>
<td>SCI-CD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>−0.99</td>
<td>−0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSR and Shank Angle Variability*</td>
<td>SCI-D1</td>
<td>SCI-CD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p+$</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p−$</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$*$Significant relationship according to combined $p$-value calculated using Stouffer method.
The less-skilled trainers also had more problems with a lower toe height during initial swing and thus toe dragging (Table 5). One way to prevent toe drag would be to push up with a larger force on the ankle during initial swing. For the bouts in Figure 6, the trainer who did not have problems with toe dragging (rated 9.5/10.0, dotted line) exerted a larger upward force on the ankle in initial swing. However, this relation was not generally observed in the other experiments. Correlations were disparate and not significant for trainer skill rating and ankle push-up forces (Table 5) or for mean push-up force and mean toe clearance (Table 4).

If the obvious mechanical action of pushing upward on the ankle at the beginning of swing did not usually account for improved toe clearance, then what did? Ipsilateral-stance hip-joint kinematics are important for swing initiation [23–25]. The sensors did not measure hip-joint angle directly but did measure horizontal ROM of the knee, which is dictated by the range of hip flexion and extension. Horizontal ROM of the knee correlated with toe clearance (Table 4, \( p < 0.001 \)). Toe clearance in initial swing was also correlated with a good terminal extension in stance of the same leg (measured during 30%–50% of the stride, Table 4, \( p = 0.003 \)).

**Within-Trainer Variabilities Decreased with Trainer Skill Rating**

Research using animal models of step training have suggested that variability in the assistance pattern is a desirable feature for enhancing spinal plasticity [26]. We examined whether trainers who were rated as more skilled had lower (or greater) between-step variability in the assistance pattern. The correlations between trainer ratings and extension-force variability and ankle push-up force variability were disparate and not significant, as seen in Table 3. However, when the magnitude of the forces was taken into account, we found that more skilled trainers had smaller CVs (i.e., variability divided by magnitude) in the extension force, with negative correlations for all six experiments, as seen in Table 3 (pooled \( p < 0.001 \)). The within-trainer CV of the extension force averaged (RMS) for all six trainers was 27 percent, significantly different from the within-trainer CV averaged for the three higher-rated trainers, which was 18 percent. The within-trainer CV averaged for the three lower-rated trainers was 34 percent. As for the CV of ankle push-up forces at initial swing, we found no significant differences between higher-rated and lower-rated trainers. The push-up force CV averaged for the six trainers was 33 percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Correlations between various forces and kinematic measures. Symbols ( p^+ ) and ( p^- ) refer to ( p )-values for positive and negative correlations, respectively, and are given only when different experiments exhibited positive and negative correlations for given relationship. Shank angle during terminal stance was measured during 30% to 50% of stride.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCI-D1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extension Force and Shank Angle During Stance</strong>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Push-Up Force and Toe Clearance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p^+ )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p^- )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Horizontal ROM of Knee and Toe Clearance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p^+ )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p^- )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shank Angle During Terminal Stance and Toe Clearance During Swing</strong>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant relationship according to combined \( p \)-value calculated using Stouffer method. ROM = range of motion.
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For the kinematic measures of stepping performance, more-skilled trainers had less overall variability in shank angle (Table 3), with a combined p-value of 0.04 for negative correlation. Correlations of toe clearance variabilities with trainer ratings were disparate and not significant (Table 4).

DISCUSSION

This study examined the pattern of manual forces applied by trainers to the leg of patients with SCI during step-training using BWST. Our goals were to evaluate two hypotheses that are being used to justify the development of robotic gait-training devices: that there is substantial between-trainer variability in assistance patterns and that this variability makes a difference in the quality of the stepping pattern. We found that the variability between trainers in the magnitude of forces applied at key moments during stance and swing was about two times greater than the variability of a single trainer from step-to-step. This substantial between-trainer variability corresponded with frequent statistically significant differences when we compared pairs of trainers assisting on the same leg. We also found that these quantitative differences between trainers were not simply random but apparently generated the observed, strong correlations between an expert trainer’s assessment of each trainer’s skill and desirable kinematic gait features (i.e., adequate knee extension during stance and toe clearance during swing). Thus, we confirmed the two hypotheses—there is substantial between-trainer variability and it matters in the elicited stepping quality.

Implications for Clinical and Robotic Implementations of Step Training Using BWST

One implication for clinical trials of locomotor training is that between-trainer variability may be a confounding variable for evaluating efficacy of locomotor training with BWST. We note that the trainers who participated in this study were all trained in the same method of step training using BWST (developed by the UCLA Locomotion Laboratory) and worked together in one facility; thus, these differences were not attributable to differences in the taught technique or locale. The quantitative differences between trainers trained with different techniques, or in different locales, are probably even greater. We also note that trainers who were rated as more skilled in this study did in general have more experience with locomotor training (3–4 years of regular exposure), although one trainer had 10 years of experience but was among the lower-rated trainers. This confirms what is already clear to anyone who has attempted to learn how to provide manual assistance to the leg during step training: manual skill in gait training is learned and requires intensive repetitive practice. Further, as with any motor...
skill, the amount of practice required to become skilled depends on the particular person who is learning.

With respect to robotic gait training, this study validates at least part of the rationale typically proffered for these devices. The manual provision of step training is indeed substantially variable between trainers and skill plays a role in this variability. The present study also provides some insight into which biomechanical features of the gait pattern correspond to the subjective impression of skill, which may be useful for robotic-therapy device design. Less-skilled trainers had problems with leg extension in stance and toe dragging in swing. More-skilled trainers ensured knee extension in stance by exerting a larger horizontal force against the knee. Exerting a large, controlled force at the right time during stance against the knee is something straightforward to implement with a robotic device and something robotic devices are well suited for.

We did not find, however, that trainers with a better skill rating exerted a larger ankle push-up force in initial swing to reduce the risk of toe dragging, which would be the “brute force” approach one would first be tempted to apply with a robot. Rather, toe clearance was correlated with other aspects of the stepping pattern, including ipsilateral leg extension in stance and hip flexion and extension measured by the horizontal ROM of the knee. The importance of ipsilateral hip-joint kinematics in stance for the proper initiation of swing is well known [23–25]. The implication is that robotic step-training devices should be designed, if they are to mimic expert trainers, to monitor and control the complete pattern of stepping and to provide little direct assistance in some phases of the gait cycle (e.g., the push-up force in early swing) if the overall pattern is good. Current gait-training robots only partially achieve this goal of adaptively controlling the complete pattern. For example, while an exoskeletal device like the Lokomat may provide a means to provide a more repeatable hip and knee pattern, it may exert unwanted contact forces as it constrains the legs to the parasagittal planes.

Finally, we found that as the perceived rating of skill increased, the step-to-step variability in the gait-training pattern decreased when variability was normalized by force magnitude. Step-to-step variability has been hypothesized to promote use-dependent plasticity [26–27], but the optimal amount of variability is unknown. The levels of
variability of the trainers perceived as more skilled measured here (~18% CV in force) may be useful as starting targets for design variability in gait-training robots.

Possible Limitations

To measure the manual forces applied by trainers, it was necessary to insert a sensor system between the trainer’s hands and the patient’s leg. We worked with a skilled orthotist to design a sensorized orthosis that allowed the trainer to use similar hand positions as during normal training, and the orthosis pushed on the upper and lower shank at anatomical locations similar to those the trainers pushed on with their hands during normal training. The participating trainers thought that they could adequately assist through the orthosis. Nevertheless, the sensorized orthosis represented an intrusion in the normally tight coupling between trainer’s hands and patient’s leg, and this limitation should be considered.

Another possible limitation is that we rotated trainers from assisting on the sensorized leg, to assisting at the pelvis, to assisting at the nonsensorized leg instead of keeping the trainers on the pelvis and nonsensorized legs the same and rotating only through the sensorized leg. A possible effect is that more-skilled trainers may have, on average, worked at a disadvantage when “demonstrating” manual skill at the sensorized leg, since maintaining good stepping requires adequate assistance from the other assisting trainers. Similarly, less-skilled trainers may have worked at a relative advantage. On average, then, this confounding effect might have tended to decrease the dependence of stepping quality on trainer skill rating, but we found this dependence to be highly significant anyway.

A major limitation of this study is that we did not examine the long-term therapeutic effect of trainer skill or intertrainer variability on patient stepping ability; we simply examined the subjective quality of elicited stepping in a single session. Thus, any suggestion that what we measured matters for long-term gait outcomes should be conditioned by the degree of confidence in the hypothesis that within-session stepping patterns deemed “good” by expert trainers affect long-term therapeutic outcomes. The fact that trainer-applied step training was recently found to be significantly more effective than robot-applied training after stroke [13–14] supports this hypothesis.

CONCLUSIONS

The manual provision of step training is substantially more variable between trainers than within a single trainer and perceived skill correlates with specific biomechanical features of this variability, including knee extension during stance and toe drag during swing. Because trainers vary substantially and some trainers can establish gait patterns that are perceived as better, “manual skill” could potentially be systematically embedded in a repeatable control algorithm using robotics, providing wider access to a high-quality, step-retraining component of locomotor training. As with human trainers, one way to achieve this goal may be to have robotic gait-training devices learn how to apply therapeutic-efficacious assistance based on experience and feedback.
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